**Viewing Log: Framing the Shot**

**Assignment:** Watch 30 minutes of a television show; the show must be “cinematic” in nature. Watch for framing and angles used during the episode(s). Find an example of each shot type listed below AND write a brief description as to why this type of shot was used (motivation).

Show: ______________ Episode: ______________ Channel/Subscription: ______________

1. Wide Shot (WS)

2. Full Shot (FS)

3. Medium Shot (MS)

4. Medium-Close Up (MCU)

5. Close-up (CU)

6. Extreme Close-up (ECU)

7. High-angle shot

8. Low-angle shot

**If no examples occur during your viewing time, then watch another episode and note it at the top!**

**DO THIS ACTIVITY ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER!**